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POAL Focus
It’s an interesting time for the
shipping and port sector.
In the last few years we’ve seen
many container lines move to
ultra-large vessels, but international
freight growth has slowed and
the consequences have been
dire. The industry is under severe
financial strain as freight rates
have plummeted to depths I never
imagined. New Zealand too is oversupplied with capacity leading to low
rates across the board. Still, a cloud
for some is a silver lining for others,
and there must be many importers
and exporters who can’t believe their
luck!
We do need to be careful and we
need to recognise the value that
the shipping industry brings to the
NZ economy. Indeed, we wouldn’t
have much of an economy without
shipping. New Zealand is fortunate
to be served by most of the world’s
major lines and many of the smaller
ones, meaning we have a very
competitive shipping sector, essential
for an island nation. Already we have
seen some rationalisation of routes
and some lines exiting the market.
While some rationalisation is clearly
essential, it would be unfortunate
if we ended up with much less
choice when accessing international
markets. Lines need to make a profit
and I hope we will see an end to the
industry troubles in the near future.

With some lines struggling to make
ends meet, ports have to keep costs
down and performance up. Over
the past few years we have become
the most efficient container port in
Australasia and we have been able to
maintain our operational standards and
deliver value back to our customers
in that way. I’m also pleased to say
we had a reasonable start to the
current financial year, despite a drop in
container and bulk volumes.
Our ongoing focus on improving
productivity is linked to our drive to
find ways of using our land more
efficiently. Our latest innovation is a
proposal to partially automate the
container terminal (See pgs 4-5). There
will be multiple benefits –increased
capacity, improved productivity,
reduced operating costs and more.
A highlight of our first quarter 2016
was the purchase of 33 hectares north
of Hamilton for a Waikato Freight
Hub, which will be a key part of our
North Island freight hub network. (See
Pgs 6-7). In line with our strategy, the
network is designed to reduce waste
and squeeze costs out of the supply
chain. The hub will be developed over
the next few years.
There are more plans in the pipeline
as we endeavour to make our port fit
for the future and the logical choice for
importers and exporters wanting the
fastest, most efficient route to market.
Watch out for further announcements.

Super-speedy
Truck Turnarounds
Following the opening of its
new, enlarged truck grid in 2015,
POAL’s truck turnaround time has
plummeted.
POAL Manager Gate Operations &
Documentation, Antony de Pont,
reports that improvements are also
due to better labour allocations
and yard planning processes at
Fergusson container terminal.
“The result for our customers, is
a significant reduction in truck
turnaround time – down 24%
over the past 12 months. We are
now seeing over 90% of all trucks
served in under 30 minutes – often
much less, which is great work”,
he commented.
While some NZ ports continue
to struggle with truck turn times,
POAL has made substantial
investment and done the ‘hard
yards’ to achieve this above
industry standard performance
level. The improvements have
been achieved on high level
truck throughput of 283,000 over
the past 12 months according
to Antony de Pont: he says, the
faster truck turnarounds enable
improved POAL land utilisation to
accommodate increased volumes,
minimise delays and improve
productivity.

Operations Review

Investing in the Supply Chain
to Drive Value for NZ Inc

Automation – The Rationale
‘Look out!’
because we’ll
be one of
the highest
performing
container
terminals in
the world.
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With its new port operating
system Navis 4 up and
running, Ports of Auckland
has turned its focus to the
in-depth consideration
of automation of the
container terminal.
A six-month feasibility and viability
study has been completed
and a final stage consultation
process is nearing completion
with a decision expected very
soon. Raoul Borley, General
Manager Operations, says that
the studies have not identified
any technical or financial barriers
to the automation plan: “We’ve

determined so far that partial
automation is technically feasible
and financially viable. We are now
finishing consultation with staff and
stakeholders to determine if there are
any other impediments to the plan.
So far the feedback has been highly
positive so now it will be up to the
Board to make that final decision”.
As Raoul Borley explains, if the
automation plan proceeds it would
be on a unique partial automation
basis: “By ‘partial’ we mean we
would not automate all the straddle
fleet – only those that work the
container stacks in the main yard.
People would continue to drive
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the straddles feeding the cranes,
delivering containers to and from
and dropping containers into the
interchange rows between the main
yard and the cranes”.
He says the benefit of this approach
is that the crane-feed straddles
operate a more complicated process
more suited to human control. “We
keep the people in that part of the
process where we need to optimise
safe high productivity. That depends
on safety and fast turnaround and
using straddle drivers for the shipside
work means our productivity ‘at
the hook’ is faster that what we’d
achieve with robots or automated
straddles. We would use the robots
when speed of container handling is
not so crucial for example, they are
ideally suited to straddle yard work
where there are straight rows, fewer
turning areas, less complicated turns
and row changes. In that area where
we are constantly ‘turning the yard
over’ , to move containers closer to
their collection point and to make
room for containers coming off the
ship, the automated straddles would
work to a constant pattern without
downtime for shift changes all of
which leads to better productivity
and reducing driver fatigue”.
He highlights other advantages of
partial automation including reduced
damage and maintenance costs:
“The highest level of damage in the
yard is from tyres rubbing against
container sides. Tyres are among
our most expensive items. Correct

programming of the auto-straddles,
will minimise risk of tyre damage. He
says they will also reduce damage
and risk at the container stack: “If the
partial automation plan is approved
then it will include going higher on
the container stack with 15.5-metre
high automated straddles stacking
containers four high”.
If approved then the Ports of
Auckland partial straddle automation
plan would be a world first. “You
have full automation such as in
Rotterdam but none like the partial
system we are considering. We
believe it would make us the most
productive type of container terminal
in the world. We’re already very fast
and that’s using our conventional
cranes that only lift two 20-foot or
one 40-foot container at a time.
Once we advance (and I’m confident

we will in due course) to the high
capacity, multi-lift 4X20ft and 2X40ft
container versions, then I’d say
‘look out!’ because we will be one
of the highest performing container
terminals in the world”.

Partial
automation at
POAL would be
a world first.

Supply Chain

Ports Of Auckland Moves
into the Waikato
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Ports of Auckland launched
into 2016 on a high note.

direct links to our other freight hubs
and our Waitematā seaport”.

In the progression of its supply chain
strategy, the port took its next step
in the development of its freight hub
network in February announcing the
establishment of a Waikato freight
hub. As one of New Zealand’s
fastest growing areas and a major
freight and export generator, Waikato
completes Ports of Auckland’s
North Island freight hub network
which already includes Longburn in
Manawatu, Wiri in South Auckland
and Mt Maunganui/Tauranga in the
Bay of Plenty.

Each of the freight hubs in the
Ports of Auckland supply chain
network supports the Company’s
commitment to increased use of
rail. “Our goal is to create a more
sustainable transport system
which will, in turn, help to generate
infrastructure savings at a national
level. Our target is to increase our
use of rail from 13% to 30% of
traffic to our Auckland seaport. The
development of our inland freight hub
network is critical to achieving that
target” Tony Gibson added.

Announcing the agreement to
purchase 33ha of land at Northgate
Business Park in Hamilton, Ports
of Auckland Chief Executive Tony
Gibson, said it was a “strategic
purchase” that will be developed
over a number of years. Located at
Horotiu 8kms north of Hamilton in
an area that is attracting increasing
manufacturing, warehousing and
logistics operators, Northgate has
established rail and road connections
and is ideally located for further
transport link developments.

“Our goal is to
create a more
sustainable
transport system.”

“We will be investing significantly
in the site over a number of years
with initial focus on road and rail”
Tony Gibson announced. “Rail focus
is a key part of our supply chain
strategy as reflected in our choice
of Northgate and its location beside
the North Island Main Trunk Line and
close to New Zealand’s main North/
South State Highway 1. “It gives us

Development continues at Ports of
Auckland’s other inland freight hubs:
at Wiri, a new cold-store being run by
Scales Group has been completed.
There is now an additional 2.5ha
of hardstand area and other new
and upgraded facilities are nearing
completion including crossdock and
empty depot areas. In Manawatu,
the Longburn facility run by Icepak
with its own coldstore, is fully
operational with crossdock and
empty container yard facilities.
Infrastructure development continues
at Mt Maunganui with rail siding and
container handling facilities at the

new site, nearing completion. The
Mt Maunganui site is run for Ports of
Auckland by Australasian logistics
specialist Toll Group.
When outlining the Ports of Auckland
supply chain strategy recently, Tony
Gibson said competition between
NZ ports and their supply chains,
was good for NZ exporters and
importers ‘who gain the benefits of
supply chain efficiencies’. “Overall,
we are making up ground with our
freight hub developments and we
believe we are promoting the most
natural supply chain compared to
alternatives in the market. Most
distribution centres in New Zealand
are based around Auckland and so
it makes total sense to look to fill the
back-load capacity northbound”.
In summary, he said the Ports of
Auckland freight hub network is
designed to balance freight flows
and eliminate the unnecessary
movement of empty containers: ‘By
driving out waste from the supply
chain we can reduce costs for
exporters and importers”.
Ports of Auckland has made no
secret of its South Island
aspirations. With its North Island
supply chain network in place, the
Company is considering its South
Island options which Tony Gibson
says will include an assessment of
the benefits of extending the freight
hub network to the South Island and
‘whether it would strengthen our
position and benefit NZ importers
and exporters through a more
competitive supply chain’.

Container Shipping Report

Dire Straits
That famous line in one of
the eponymous band’s songs
– ‘money for nothing; chicks
for free’, could easily be
tweaked to apply to container
shipping today: Freight For
Nothing – Ships for Free!
Drowning in debt with more ships
than cargo and rates less than cost,
the global container shipping industry
is indeed in ‘dire straits’. Ships are
reportedly selling for 40% below list;
general rates are down 70% year on
year. Most major carriers lost money
last year including the biggest –
Maersk – which is busy retrenching
and reorganising and slashing 4,000
jobs in its global organisation. Others
too are retrenching, mothballing
ships, reducing services, changing
partners; consolidation is the trend
with mergers and acquisitions the
order of the day. In all directions,
the outlook is murky and the future
uncertain.
Never before has the delineation
between old and new age shipping
been so marked from the former
solid, indestructible, long-standing
shipping conference system, to the
transient, often fragile alliances of
today.
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A persistent global supply imbalance
is at the heart of the problem.
Different lines have tried different
‘fixes’ from slow steaming to
bigger ships and others look to

consolidation for the solution. The
two recent deals that will continue
to reshape the structure of container
shipping for a while and to erode
market share, are the French
Group CMA CGM’s USD2.41Billion
acquisition of Singapore’s
Neptune Orient Line (NOL) and
its container subsidiary APL and
the amalgamation of the Chinese
Government owned COSCO and
China Shipping into China COSCO
Shipping Group (CCSG).
As the table shows, CCSG moves
into 4th slot pushing Hapag-Lloyd
down to 5th.
Shipping
TEU
% share
Line
Capacity
of Global
		 Capacity
Maersk Line 3M TEU

14.7%

MSC

2.7M TEU

13.3%

CMA CGM

2.32M TEU

11.4%

CCSG

1.55M TEU

7.6%

The two mega combinations will
inevitably affect existing alliances
although exactly how may not
become clear for some time
yet. There is talk of a new mega
alliance between the French and
the Chinese which could push APL
out of G6 – maybe to join Ocean 3.
Currently CCSG has a foot in both
the big camps with China Shipping
in O3 and COSCO in CKYHE – an
arrangement which other partners

may not approve of. There will be
repercussions from all of this for the
NZ trade in the future for ports and
shippers.
Meanwhile there have been
redeployments, service reductions
and cancellations – all a reflection
of excess capacity and low returns.
Over 100 voyages were culled last
year on the notoriously troubled Asia/
Northern Europe route alone.
And it is on Asia/North Europe – an
important route for NZ exporters, that
rates have plunged to record lows –
below USD100 at times over the past
year. The route rot has continued
first quarter 2016 with a 70% decline
recorded and dismal load factors –
sometimes as low as 60%.
NZ shippers have benefited from
these low rates. Gerard Morrison,
Maersk Line NZ & Australian
Manager, recently commented that
freight rates in NZ ‘are unbelievably
low; some of the lowest I have ever
seen’. Inevitably that situation is not
sustainable for the shipping lines.
Suffering a 16% decline in global
container freight rates last year,
Maersk recently revealed that in the
4th quarter 2015, it cost the Line
USD2,288 to carry a 40ft container
(FEU) yet, even accounting for a 52%
reduction in bunker fuel price, its
average rate per FEU was USD2,209
– down 25% from same time 2014.
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All the lines have announced rate
increases (GRIs) from 1 April 2016.
They range from USD400 to 850 with
the average around USD450. Freight
Indexes showed some small gains in
the first couple of weeks in April but
whether what amounts to a 190%
rate increase will stick, is again a
‘wait and see’ answer.
In the future, further container
shipping consolidation seems
inevitable. Drewry Shipping
Consultants find that container
lines will gain more benefits through
pursuing growth through acquisition
rather than by continuing to build
new and larger ships. It argues
however, for complementary
geographical coverage through
consolidation rather than just
doubling market share on the same
trade. It cautions that consolidation
cost savings could be eroded if the
enlarged line is not able to retain the
market share of the acquired carrier
which ‘could happen if customers
experience significant negative
changes in their relationships’.
Drewry points to 2005 when Maersk
and Hapag-Lloyd acquired P&O
Nedlloyd and CP Ships respectively
and both buyers ‘retained only half of
the market shares of the purchased
container line’s business’.
NZ ports and shippers are waiting
and watching while the industry
struggles to get back on track. The

China Shipping Line has now merged with COSCO to form China COSCO Shipping Group

future is as yet uncertain. Ports
of Auckland is doing its best to
keep costs down for its shipping
line customers through improving
efficiencies in land use and
operations towards achievement of
ever higher productivity.
For most shippers the traditional
initial cargo commitment has been
made by dealing directly with each
Line – not an Alliance. As one shipper
observed: “Today, cargo owners

need to be aware of all the Alliances
to ensure coverage. That’s a fulltime job! We see constant changes
in the Alliances – one line out,
another in, a merger here, a takeover
there, another new Alliance. It’s
difficult to keep abreast but we try
and stay close to our key shipping
line partners”.

Container Shipping Report

From the Shipper’s Viewpoint:
Murray Horne,
General Manager,
Lodestar.
Lodestar is the logistics arm
of OJI Fibre Solutions (NZ)
Ltd (formerly Carter Holt
Harvey Pulp & Paper Ltd). OJI
exports some 1.2M tonnes pa
through Lodestar. Its major
markets are Australia, South
East Asia, China and Korea.
Lodestar is a POAL customer.
On Overcapacity and
Declining Rates:
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‘Declining rates are a factor of
increasing global shipping capacity
and slow growth in global export
volumes. While shippers will always
like low rates, there does come
a point when we all need to take
a step back and think about the
impact of low rates on the long
term sustainability of the shipping
industry. If we want a sustainable
shipping industry to support our
export led NZ economy, we need to
be conscious of the implications of
commercially unsustainable freight
rates. Poor commercial returns for
shipping lines may ultimately have
a detrimental impact on NZ

exporters not least if and when
shipping lines’ global management
directs cessation of services due
to unsustainable commercial
returns.’
On Missed Calls/Unreliability:
‘Reliability is a key factor in the
way we measure the performance
of our partner lines. Generally the
lines will work proactively with us
to avoid any surprises from issues
such as blank sailings and schedule
changes. Certainly this is an issue in
the industry today but the value of
our partnership model means that
we can generally work round
these issues.’
On Cargo Commitments/Contracts:
‘Short term arrangements may
be suitable for businesses that
have short term planning horizons
however, we operate on longer term
horizons which suit longer term value
arrangements. Generally we find that
value can be derived for both parties
where longer term sustainability is a
common strategic goal.’

“The big
challenge for
the industry
right now is
sustainability.”
On OJI’s 2016 Container Shipping
Arrangements:
‘The big challenge for the industry
right now is sustainability. NZ needs
shipping services that are strong
and reliable over the long term.
OJI Fibre Solutions partners with
shipping lines that deliver strong
value through service reliability and
strength of partnership. We continue
to support those lines that support
our partnership model; we have a
medium to long term focus on our
shipping arrangements.’
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The Big Boys and Their Alliances
Shipping line

Alliances/vessel sharing agreements (VSAs)

Maersk
MSC

2M
P3 (denied)

CMA CGM
China Shipping
USAC

China Shipping /
UASC

Ocean Three

More
convergence?

NYK
OOCL

Grand Alliance

Hapag-Lloyd

G6 Alliance

APL
MOL

New World Alliance

Hyundai
Cosco
K Line
Yan Ming

CKYH Alliance
CKYHE Alliance

Hanjin
Evergreen
Drewry 2015
Source: Drewry 2015

Independent

Further
changes?

Container Weighing

Weighing In
On 1 July 2016, less than
two months from now, a
new SOLAS* regulation
governing the declaration of
full container weights, will
enter force around the world.

The World Shipping Council notes
that misdeclared weights can have
disastrous consequences including:

Ports of Auckland will be responsible
(to the local Regulator agency
Maritime NZ) for applying the rule
which requires shippers to declare
the Verified Gross Mass (VGM) of
a packed container going on an
international voyage. If they don’t,
the container won’t be loaded.

• Incorrect vessel stowage

The amendment to SOLAS by the
IMO**, was made to reduce the
risk of accidents either at sea or
terminals due to ‘improper handling
and stowage of containers whose
weight had been misrepresented
on shipping documents’. Until now
there has been no IMO requirement
to verify actual container weights nor
any effective enforcement in most
jurisdictions.
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Reports and enquiries show that
accidents arising from misdeclared
full container weights, are increasing.
Investigation into the grounding of
the MSC Napoli in 2007 showed
20% of containers with a 3 tonne
or more variation from the declared
weight. The total variation of those
deck-stowed containers was 312
tonnes heavier than declared. Several
countries report findings of 56% of
containers heavier than declared.

• Risk of personal injury or death to
workers
• Ship instability
• Collapsed container stacks
• Re-handling and re-stowing
• Higher operating costs
• Chassis & ship damage
• Supply chain delay
• Shut-out of accurately declared
cargo
• Road (and rail) safety problems
• Insurance problems.
To get the VGM, a ‘shipper’ must
weigh the container either by:
1. weighing the packed container or
2. by weighing each item of cargo
and adding the tare weight of the
container.
The weighing equipment will have
to meet national certification and
calibration requirements.
The weighing process must be
completed and the declaration of the
VGM made before the container will
be accepted for loading. Also the
VGM must be declared before the
container is delivered to the port gate
and sufficiently in advance of loading
to be used in the stowage plan

which will be based on the verified
weights for all packed containers
loaded onboard. The rule states that
where a VGM is not provided, the
container shall not be loaded onto
the ship. The ‘shipper’ is the party
identified on the maritime carrier’s Bill
of Lading.
Through a Working Group set up to
reach a co-ordinated response to
the new SOLAS rule, NZ ports are
poised to release a standardised
business rule. Representing Ports
of Auckland on the Working Group,
Ports of Auckland General Manager
Commercial Relationships, Craig
Sain, confirms a standardised
approach was essential: “We knew
we couldn’t have different ports
all applying different processes
with so many customers shipping
through multi ports. It is critical to
continued efficiency that we have a
standardised process”.
One of the most controversial
questions arising from the new rule is
who will do the weighing and where?
International reports show some
ports will weigh at the gate, others
won’t. In NZ, Craig Sain reports
the NZ ports have agreed they will
not undertake weighing. “We are in
accord that we will not be offering a
weighing service. The basis for that
decision is that we NZ ports believe
that a container should not be
travelling on rail or road unless it is
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an accurate weight and we therefore
leave weighing as the shipper’s
responsibility to be undertaken at the
beginning of the transport process
and before the container reaches the
port gate. As ports, we are not set up
to weigh containers then move them
around the yard awaiting weight
verification. Our prime focus as a
port is to remain efficient and cost
effective and that rests on minimum
handling of a container”.
For Ports of Auckland, the new
regulation presents no challenge:
“With our mandatory, electronic, PreAdvice process, we are already set
up to include the VGM declaration
in Pre-Advice” explains Dan Cowie,
General Manager PortConnect,
the Ports of Auckland and Port of
Tauranga jointly owned independent,
electronic, cargo information and
management system. He says a
simple change to the Pre-Advice
entry will request the VGM in the
Weight Field. The new rule comes
into effect on 1 July this year.
* International Convention for the Safety of
Life at Sea
** International Maritime Organisation
Sources: Drewry; World Shipping Council;
Fairplay News.

Right: Accidents arising from
misdeclared full container weights
are increasing. This is taken overseas
– not at POAL!

Market Round Up

SeePort
Over 60,000 visited Ports of
Auckland’s annual SeePort open
days during Auckland Anniversary
weekend at the end of January.
Aucklanders, stakeholders and
customers flocked to learn about
the port, to meet Ports of Auckland
staff and their maritime partners. The
weekend showcased the role of the
port in Auckland and that of its many
partners from New Zealand Customs
Service to shipping lines, rail and
agriculture partners to the New

Zealand Royal Navy. New Zealand
Customs Service was a particular
draw with thousands flocking to
check out the samples of seized
contraband, a mobile X-Ray unit and
detection dogs who displayed their
sniffing prowess to great applause.
There were also tugboat tours, other
boat, bus and helicopter tours,
entertainment and displays. SeePort
will return to Captain Cook Wharf
on Auckland Anniversary weekend
January 2017.

Appointments
Liz Coutts has been appointed to
Chair Ports of Auckland following
the resignation of Graeme Hawkins.
Rodger Fisher who has been acting
Chair, did not stand and resumes his
former position as Deputy Chair.
Liz Coutts has ‘extensive experience
in governance and executive roles in
major NZ companies’, and has been
a Director of Ports of Auckland
since 2010.
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After 15 years as Chairman of NZ
Meat Industry Association (MIA), Bill
Falconer retires in April 2016. He will
be replaced by John Loughlin whose
professional directorships include
Powerco, Tru-Test, EastPack, Port of
Napier. He is a former Chairman of

Zespri and former Chief Executive of Hawke’s
Bay meat processors Richmond Meats. MIA
represents NZ meat processors and exporters.
In a major reorganisation Maersk has combined
its Australia and NZ operations which will now,
as Maersk Line Australasia, be headquartered
and run from Auckland, by Maersk NZ Country
Manager, Gerard Morrison. As part of its global
cost-cutting reorganisation in which 4,000
jobs will be shed, Maersk is also merging its
Asia Pacific office covering South East Asia
and Oceania with its North Asia office which is
responsible for China, North Korea and Japan. The
new regional headquarters will be in Hong Kong.
Right Top: Liz Coutts, Ports of Auckland Chair of the Board.
Right Bottom: Gerard Morrison, Managing Director
Maersk Line New Zealand.
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Exporting
Best

Chinese
Combo

At the recent grand finale of the
Westpac Auckland Business
Awards Best of the Best 2015,
the POAL sponsored Excellence
in Exporting category was won
by Flintfox International. A global
independent software vendor,
Flintfox has offices in NZ, North
America and Europe.

China has approved the
amalgamation of the two state owned
container lines COSCO and China
Shipping into China COSCO Shipping
Group (CCSG), It places the group
in 4th position in the global container
line capacity league behind Maersk,
MSC and CMA CGM with 1.55M
TEU of capacity and a 7.6% share
of global capacity. Both COSCO and
China Shipping are POAL customers.

South Seas

Vehicles

Hamburg Sud, Swire Shipping and
Polynesian Line have introduced a
monthly call to Tonga on their South
Seas service from USWest Coast.
Nukualofa will have a monthly call
on the fortnightly service to Suva
and Papeete.

Major Ports of Auckland car carrier
customer Hoegh Autoliners, has
increased the frequency of its
Europe, Africa, Oceania service
from monthly to bimonthly with the
introduction of a new class of Pure
Car & Truck Carrier (PCTC). The first
in the series, the Hoegh Trigger is a
New Horizon post Panamax class
which will be joined by five others
in the same class this year. Able to
carry higher cargo up to 6.5 metres
and much increased capacity of
375 tonnes, the New Horizon Class
ships are the largest PCTCs in
the world with increased capacity
for 1,000 more car equivalent units
(CEUs) to 8,500 CEUs.

Neptune Pacific is merging its
subsidiary Pacific Forum Line (PFL)
with Polynesian Shipping Line
in which it holds a 50% interest
with the other half owned by the
Samoan Government. Neptune
Pacific and PFL operate between
Australia and NZ and the South
Pacific islands with Polynesian
Line as an NVOCC (Non Vessel
Operating Common Carrier).
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